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Secular education began between the ages of six and eight,
and the child studied with teachers in the elementary school
of his native place the all-important 'Orthography', i.e.
reading and writing, for in view of the change in current
pronunciation it was essential to learn with toil and pains
the old classical spelling. Libanius was allowed by his
widowed mother to idle in the country till he was fourteen,
and he left the Antioch School when he was sixteen, so he
was mainly self-taught, but this was exceptional. So also was
the early age of eight at which the soldier Germanus and the
Patriarch St. Nicephorus left their homes in Illyria and
Galatia for the capital, the one entering the 'Schools of the
grammarians' there, and the other the religious 'Museum' of
Mosellus or Mosele.1
At ten or twelve years of age the boy turned from this
'preliminary education' to 'Grammar' which aimed at a
complete 'Hellenizing' of the speech and mind, and strove
to defend classical Greek against the inroads of the popular
language. From papyri, from the biographies of St. John of
Damascus and of St. Theodore the Studite, from Psellus's
autobiographical statements and Zonaras's remarks about
Anna Comnena, we gather that this process, in spite of any
old prejudice against 'pagan' writers, involved a thorough
study of the matter as well as the form of classical poetry,
Homer especially being learnt by heart and explained word
by word. This secondary education was sometimes described
as the 'beginning of learning' (fa prota mathemata).
Finally, unless the call to 'more perfect knowledge' had
already led to the monastic life—St. Nicolas the Studite
entered a school for monks when he had 'ended his first
decade'—the boy would go, like George Acropolites at
sixteen, or, like Libanius and St. Basil, not until he was
twenty years of age or over, to some university to acquire
'higher learning' by studying rhetoric and philosophy on
strictly classical lines. For rhetoric, 'the power of artistic
persuasive speech', he would read and memorize Greek
historians and orators, and write compositions or make
speeches according to classical rules and in imitation of
classical styles. In philosophy, like St. John of Damascus,
1 Cf. Analecta Bollandiana, vol. xiv (1895), pp. 161-5.

